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Academic Highlitghts
Raising synergy between GMU and the National Professional Regulation Commission of Architecture
On April 19, 2018, Arturo Lavalle, alongside other notable figures
such as Dr. Yolanda Reyes, was invited to speak at the Philippine
Professional Regulation Commission of Architecture in Manila,
Philippines – one of the partnering countries. The cooperation
meeting aimed at promoting the new Master in Interior Design and
the one-week Workshop on Digital Pedagogy for the Architectural
Education & Practice abroad. GMUs innovative learning
methodologies attract students, professors and collaborates
coming from over one-hundred nationalities, successfully breaking
the boundaries of distance and space that threaten access to higher
education worldwide.
For further information, please send an email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

GMU Master in Interior Design: A step towards Internationalization
Strategic planning and management skills combined with
creativity, unconventional forms and solutions provide students
the tools to harmonize desires and images with essential
practical needs. The new Master in Interior Design – available
in English language – combines three fundamental elements
including design, entrepreneurship and “the made in Italy”. The
concept behind the implementation of these characteristics relies
on the notion that a sure path to success for a ‘contemporary
interior designer’ should integrate design with both managerial
skills and entrepreneurial competences. In this realm of
multidisciplinary learning, students also have the opportunity to
come to Rome and explore the unique Italian design heritage,
integrating knowledge with fundamental practical experiences.
The program’s core courses focus on Foundations for Interior
Design, Design Techniques, Architectural Management, Design
& Entrepreneurship, Specialist training - Design Direction and
Venture Lab. The innovative operational blended format allows graduated students, entrepreneurs and professional, to work
and study contemporarily, tailoring the individual necessities to the latest market trends and needs.
For further information, please send an email to v.geropanta@unimarconi.it
or visit our official website http://www.gmuonline.org/en/academics/masters/70-master-in-interior-design
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Digital Pedagogy for Architectural Education
A Roadmap towards Innovation!
Guglielmo Marconi University launches a great initiative that is
particularly relevant to the current social, cultural and economic
situation that sees technology as the main protagonist of our
near future, specifically the future of architectural pedagogy. GMU
proposes a 6-day workshop in Rome targeting professionals,
faculty members and students who wish to learn more about the
impact of digital e-learning technologies on the present world, and
how to adapt successfully to the rapidly changing environment.
Given these points, the workshop aims at: (a) illustrating the impact
of digital e-learning technologies on current professions and how
to improve educational institutes accordingly; (b) examining
emerging capabilities, tools, skills sets and those professions that require ‘new skills’; (c) preparing participants to become
future innovation leaders. GMU’s workshop mission is to provide the attendants with a valuable innovation roadmap/strategy,
bridging the gaps between technology, human and information resources.
For further information please send an email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

Let’s Talk Industry 4.0!
What is a smart city? What is the impact of ICT
and Big-data on the way people experience
space? How is the nature architectural work
changing? How do we perceive architectural
pedagogy? What are the key trends in
Italy? These are some of the ‘hot-topic’
questions Valina Geropanta, Adj. Professor
and Coordinator of the Master in Interior
Design at Guglielmo Marconi University,
answered during an interview with Radio
Radio on smart cities and emerging needs of
education in the Industry 4.0 Era. Geropanta
explained that GMU has been working on an
acceleration strategy programs, aimed at
introducing innovative learning methodologies
in all graduate and post-graduate courses.
The objective is to allow students to progress
alongside the rapidly changing environment of the Industry 4.0 and providing them with the tools to qualify and compete in this
new working environment.
For further information please send an email to v.geropanta@unimarconi.it
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GMU: A Step towards Higher Education and University Participation

Is access to Higher Education solving long-standing social inequalities or is it contributing to enhance them? University World
News published a thought-provoking article by Dr. Graeme Atherton, international leader and researcher in the field of access
and diversity in Higher Education. Atherton states that, according to the Charting Equity in Higher Education study of 2016,
participation and access to Higher Education is significantly imbalanced and depends on the individual’s social background.
Quite controversially, while education should provide the means to transcend barriers, policy makers are ultimately realizing
that Higher Education is contributing to raise them rather than eradicate them. In this respect, Dr. Graeme Atherton launches
the first World Access to Higher Education Day (WAHED) on November 28, 2018 to raise global awareness on higher education
inequalities. GMU shares the WAHED goals and the global objective to raise awareness on Higher Education and widen
university participation by providing innovative learning opportunities and affordable high-quality degree programs to both
national and international students.
To read the full article, visit http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story=2018043016131374

Spotlight on Research
JOIN BEEHIVE MOOC and Reinforce Ecosystem of Academic Entrepreneurship!
BEEHIVE MOOC on entrepreneurship has just started! It allows
partners to diffuse interesting notions regarding start-up initiatives,
game changing role for job creation and personal development to
students. All students and worldwide interested audience are invited
to join the innovative educational process by registering on http://
beehive-erasmusplus.eu/courses/entrepreneurship-mooc/
Baguio, Philippines is location of fourth and last project meeting of
the European project BEEHIVE - Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
to Enhance Higher Education Value-Added for Better Graduate
Employability. It is aimed at creating sustainable university-based
entrepreneurial ecosystems in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
and at enhancing students and graduates innovation skills, fostering the entrepreneurial drive and the creation of jobs. Baguio
meeting was focused on Start-up business planning, on project validation, on pitch deck preparation, on Mentoring and coaching,
on the Practical approaches to financial modelling for start-ups and on reviewing the investor predisposition. Lastly the partners
will create start-up accelerator courses in Universities, incentivizing students to explore the entrepreneurial ecosystems.
For further information, please visit the official website http://beehive-erasmusplus.eu/
or send an email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it
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BRIGHTS Contest Awards: the Best Digital Story on Global Citizenship
Guglielmo Marconi University is a member of BRIGHTS, a two-year
project initiated on December 31, 2016, co-funded by the Erasmus+
Programme and coordinated by All Digital. The BRIGHTS mission is to
promote the diffusion of Global Citizenship in formal and non-formal
Education, by using digital storytelling techniques and by targeting
secondary-school teachers, youth trainers and youngsters from Italy,
Belgium, Greece and Croatia. The strength of BRIGHTS’s strategy
revolves around a multilingual MOOC involving more than 400 teachers
and trainers, promoting digital story production sessions. While the
MOOC triggered high interest amongst teachers and trainers, the
challenge was to promote an equal cooperation between teachers
and youngsters in the creation of digital stories on Global Citizenship
Education. In this respect, BRIGHTS initiated a Contest that took place in April, the “BRIGHTS Awards: Best Digital Story on Global
Citizenship topics”. The objective of the contest was to boost cooperation and interest, allowing the winners to participate at the
prestigious event organized by BRIGHTS in Brussels on October 2018. All the digital stories produced through the cooperation
of teachers/trainers and youngsters will be available on Facebook page: @BrightsProject
For further information, please visit the official website: http://www.brights-project.eu/
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DISCOVER Project: Innovation, Creativity, Entrepreneurship, and New Technologies
DISCOVER project held its second meeting in Warsaw, Poland, on March 27-29, organized by the
renowned Industrial Research Institute of Automation and Measurements PIAP, a robotics firm best
known for its important technological achievements in the Industry. DISCOVER is an exploitation of
synergies within the research sphere. It promotes innovation,
creativity, entrepreneurship, and the use of new technologies,
by encouraging the collaboration between VET (Vocational
Education and Training) Institutions, HEIs and research
centers. The most interesting aspect of this project is precisely
the contribution to the development of innovative methods and
pedagogies enhancing the effectiveness of ICTs and of new
technologies as the main drivers of progress in VET education
and training. DISCOVER aims at providing non-formal
educational training programs and resources to improve
key digital and STEM competences of less proficient STEM
VET learners, in particular by linking STEM to Art & Design
(STEAM). The conference mainly focused on developing new
Master Classes, such as the Route to Science Class, designed
by HEI staff and students and organized at VET schools as
extracurricular activity. The project strategy combines on
site lab tours and informative interactive talks on preselected
scientific topics with relevant aspects from young people’s
lives. DISCOVER is not only a driver of progress but also a
pivotal actor in directing the EU Goals towards innovation,
the intersection of science and society and the promotion of
formal and non-formal education between teachers, students
and researchers.
For further information, please send an email to g.serino@unimarconi.it
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S.A.M.E. WORLD Raises Awareness on Climate Change and Environmental Justice
S.A.M.E WORLD (Sustainability Awareness Mobilization
Environment) is a European project concerning the global
education of EYD 2015 that ended on March 15, 2018.
S.A.M.E WORLD is a three-year project that involves 13
European organizations and aims at raising awareness
on Climate Change and Environmental Justice in schools.
How so? The initiative attracted a significant number
of people involving them through activities such as the
free education kit (www.sameworld.eu/en/discoverthe-project/educational-kit) which was developed by
Guglielmo Marconi University and recorded 497.113
student accesses and 83.966 teacher accesses. Thanks
to the platform developed by GMU, people can use
an average of 60 information activites, in 10 different
languages, regarding migration, climate change and
other relevant environmental topics. Alongside the different activities, students, teachers, parents and members of
local communities can also interact
with workshops, live events, outdoor
activities and online games such as the
(Im)perfect Future (www.sameworld.eu/
en/discover-the-project/puzzle-game)
that attracted 5.600 European users.
Besides online free access, the initiative
distributed 9.139 pen-drives in schools
and in partnering countries, containing
project activities and environmental
awareness materials. S.A.M.E WORLD
contributed to change the Educational
Authorities and Civil Societies at
large thanks to the three International
Seminars and exchanges held in Milan
(October 21-22, 2015), Tartu (October
26-27, 2016) and Sintra (October 2527, 2017). During these events teachers,
trainers, professors, students and NGOs members drafted a ‘Final Recommendations’ document aimed at promoting and
introducing Environmental Justice, Climate Change and Environmental Migration topics in school curricula.
For more information, please download the Final Recommendation document here:
www.sameworld.eu/images/game/final_recommendations.pdf
For further information, please visit the official website
http://www.sameworld.eu/en/
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HY2GREEN Project is Boosting Hydrogen New Profiles in the Coming European “Green” Energy
Models
Guglielmo Marconi University had the pleasure to
collaborate, as the project partner of the three-year initiative,
in the Hy2green Project founded by the EU Commission
for the Erasmus+ Programme and coordinated by the
University of Huelva in Spain that hosted the kick-off
meeting. The Hy2Green Project (Enhancing hydrogen new
profiles for the coming European “green” energy models)
aims at collaborating with organizations from Italy, France,
Cyprus and Spain to provide training programs centered
on professions regarding the new ICTS energy models and on fostering employability. It not arbitrary that the Erasmus+
Programme and Guglielmo Marconi collaborated on the project as they both share the common goal of boosting student’s
skills and employability, as well as modernizing education, training, and youth workforce.
For further information, please send an email to s.correnti@unimarconi.it

Glance at the Future
LIFE Calls for Proposals 2018!
LIFE 2018 Calls for Proposals for Action Grants to finance “Traditional Projects” under the LIFE sub- programme for Environment
and the LIFE sub-programme for Climate Action.
“Traditional” projects cover the following priority areas:
Under the LIFE sub-programme for Environment:
• LIFE Nature & Biodiversity
• LIFE Environment & Resource Efficiency
• LIFE Environmental Governance & Information
Under the LIFE sub-programme for Climate Action:
• LIFE Climate Change Mitigation
• LIFE Climate Change Adaptation
• LIFE Climate Governance and Information
“Traditional” projects include best-practice, demonstration, pilot or information, awareness and dissemination projects (i.e.
similar to LIFE+ Nature, Biodiversity, Environment and Information projects), depending on the priority area. Best practice
projects should include appropriate, cost-effective and state-of-the-art techniques, methods and approaches within the
specific context of the project. Demonstration projects put into practice, test, evaluate and disseminate actions, methodologies
or approaches that are new or unknown in the specific context of the project, such as the geographical, ecological, socioeconomic context, and apply them to similar circumstances.
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Pilot projects introduce new and groundbreaking techniques or methods, that offer potential environmental or climate
advantages compared to current best practices and that can be applied on a larger scale to similar situations. Information,
Awareness and Dissemination projects aim at supporting communication, dissemination of information and awareness raising
in the fields of the sub-programmes for Environment and Climate Action.
Deadlines:
12/06/2018: Traditional Projects sub-programme for Environment: Nature & Biodiversity
12/06/2018: Traditional Projects sub-programme for Environment: Environment & Resource Efficiency
14/06/2018: Traditional Projects sub-programme for Environment: Environmental Governance & Information
05/09/2018: Integrated Projects
12/09/2018: Traditional Projects sub-programme Under the LIFE sub-programme for Climate Action:
For further information, please visit
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/funding/life2018/traditional/index.htm#envcalendartrad

GMU Magazine has been released with the contribution of all
academic staff and partners around the world, if you wish to
contribute higlighting any important news in accordance with the
line of the release, please do not haesitate to contact us sending an
email to i.reggiani@unimarconi.it

